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in a bounded domain G in En with boundary dG = S1<uS2 where
S1 is in x„=0 and S2 is in x„>0. A uniqueness theorem is established
for (*) when boundary data is only given on S2 for

h(xt, ■■■,*„-!, 0) ^ 1;
whereas an existence and uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet
problem is proved for h(x¡, x2, ■■■, *„_,, 0)< 1.

Let G be a bounded domain in a half space x„>0 with boundary
dG = Sx\jS2 where Sx is contained in the hyperplane xn=0 and S2 lies
entirely in xn>0. We consider a class of second order linear partial
differential equations

(1)

L[u] = 2, fl« a

3

+ Z, ^ — + — J"

+ CU=/

where the coefficients aa(x), b¿(x), h(x), c(x) and f(x) are continuous
functions of x=(xu x2, ■■• , xn) in G, and c(x):g0 in G. Furthermore,
L[u] is uniformly elliptic in G, i.e. there exists a positive constant m such

that

(2)

2 ««(*>tö
£ « /=i
2£
¿,y=i

for all «-tuples of real numbers (£t, • • •, £n) and all x e G. By normalization, ann(x)=l.
In this paper we shall formulate some boundary value problems of (1)
in G. Since the coefficient of du\dxn goes to infinity as xn-*0, it is obvious
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that the behavior of «(*) near xn = 0 plays an important part in our
formulation. A well-known example of (1) is given by the generalized
axially symmetric potential equation

(3)

f^

ÍT, dxt

+ ^^

xn dxn

=0

where k is a real number.
For A:<1, P. Brousse and H. Poncin have shown that the Dirichlet
problem can be solved if smooth boundary is admitted [1]. However,
for k^.1, the Dirichlet problem is in general not solvable. A. Huber has
shown that there exists a unique function u in G, which satisfies (3) and
assumes bounded continuous data on S2 ([3], [4]). Accordingly, we shall
formulate our boundary value problems, based on the assumption whether

«(*,,- •• ,x„_i,0)<l

or«(*i, •• • ,*„_i, 0)^1.

Theorem
1. Let h(x) be a C2-function in G, even in xn, and
h(xx, x2, ■■■ , xn_x, 0)^1. Then there is at most one solution u(x) of (1)
which is regular in G, remains bounded when xn-+0, and assumes given
continuous values 0>(x) on the boundary S2.

Proof.
It is sufficient to prove that any bounded and regular solution
u(x) of L[u]=0 which vanishes on S2 must vanish identically in G. We
want to construct a barrier function w(x) with the following properties:
(a) w(x) is positive in G, (b) w(x) converges uniformly to infinity when
jcB->-0and (c) L[w]<0.
If such a function w(x) exists, then, for any e > 0, we form v(x) =
ew(x) + u(x). Let PeG. Then, from property (b) of w(x), there exists an

r¡ such that
v(x) ^ 0

for 0 < xn < r¡.

We require r¡ is so small that P eG„=GnD^
where D^ = {x\xn>r¡).
This implies v(x)zi0 on dGv, and, from property (c) of w(x), 7_,[y]<0.
Hence, by maximum principle for elliptic operators [2], v(x)^.0 in G„
or u(P)^.— ew(P). Similarly, by defining v(x) = ew(x) —u(x), we obtain
u(P)^ew(P). Hence \u(P)\^ew(P).
Since e is arbitrary, w(7>)=0.
The function vv(jc)can be defined as

(4)

w(x) =-lnx„-

(x, - <£f + k

where a is chosen such that x1 —a>\
for all x=(jcl5 • • ■ , xn) e G,
whereas ß and k are positive constants to be determined later.

Then
L[w] = -axl(x)ß(ß

( }

+ (1 -

-

l)(Xl -

a)""2 -

h(x))/x2n + cix)wix).
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Applying Taylor's theorem with remainder to the function F(xn) =
«(£,, • • • , £„_j, x„) where £,-, /'=1, ■■■, «— 1, are considered as parameters and (f,, ■• • £„, x„) e G, we obtain

F(xJ = F(0) + (F'(0)ll\)xn + (F"(fJ/2!)4
where 0<£„<*„.
Then, from the hypothesis on h(x), we have
-1 -

«(¿t, • • • , gB_t, x»)
o

l-ft(f1,---,fn-t,0)-ri(f1,---,fB_1,0)

(6)

=~

_7
"i,i,(si>

' ' ' ' f n-H »n)

< -Ä«»*«(li.
■• • ,f„-i.£J ^ ^
where A is chosen to be a positive constant
Moreover,
(7)

fl11(x)>w

greater than maxi60 I«x,,* (■*)!•

by (2).

Hence, combining (5), (6) and (7), we have
L[w] < -mßiß

-

tX*i - a)"-2 - ßb,ix)ixx - a)""1 + A + C(x)w(x).

Choose ß such that m(jS-l)>max(3.S,
5=maxi£Ö ^(xX^-a)!.

2) and ßiß-l)>3Ajm

The number k is now chosen such that the equation
everywhere in G. Then,

L[w] < -mßiß

-

< -(2mßß)(ß

where

u'(x) is positive

1) + imßiß - l) + A + ç(x)wix)

-])

+ A<

-mßiß

- l)/3 < 0.

In order to show that the Dirichlet problem is solvable when
h(xx, • • ■, x„_i,0)<l,
we P'an t0 aPP'y tne Schauder theorem on the
regular elliptic differential equations.
For 0<a< 1, let Cm+"(2¿) be the set of functions u e Cm(ß) whose with
order derivatives satisfy a Holder condition in (1%) with exponent a. For
u e Cm+*(&), define
«a

^.^*

,

\DmuiP) -

||u|L+. = max 2 l^*«l + max_J-\¿-

Dmu(G)\

.

Then the Schauder result can be stated as follows. (See [5], [6].)
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Let S> be a bounded domain with boundary dS>

of class C2+°. Let

(8)

^(M)=t.t-i
2^T%axidxj + JU-ir
¿_! dx{ + ™=/

be a uniformly elliptic differential equation in 3¿¡.Assume that the coefficients
ai}, bt, c,f are in C(I3) satisfying \aij\, \bt\, \c\, \f\^K,
a constant and

c<;0 in !%.
If (f>is any continuous function

on d3>, there exists a unique solution

u e C2+"(^)nC°(S0 o/(8) with u=4> on dS.
Accordingly, we formulate the following existence theorem:
Theorem 2. Let G be a bounded domain in x„>0 with boundary dG=
SXKJS2of class C2+x where 5, is a subset ofxn—0 and S2 in xn>0. Let the

coefficientsaH, k(, h, c andf be in C'(G) satisfying \au\, \b{\, \h\, \f\^K,
and C^O in G.
If <f>is any continuous function

on dG, there exists a unique solution

u e C2+xiG)nC°iG) of il) with u=<f>on dG.
Proof.
The uniqueness of the solution can be handled easily by
Hopfs maximum principle.
Extend the function <pcontinuously to the closed domain G and denote
Af=maxieC <f>ix).Let r¡>0, and denote G,=Cn£{xn>tj}.
According to
Schauder's lemma, there exists a solution íí,eC!+'(G,)nC°(Q
of (1)
with «,=</> on dGn. Extend the function un continuously on the whole
domain G by defining uv=<f>on G\GV. In this way we define a family U
of functions {un(x)}, in G corresponding
to all values of r¡, 0<?j^
max{xn\x=ix1-

■ ■xn) e G}.

Let ?;* be a fixed, but arbitrary small number. The family U is uniformly bounded by M, and from Schauder's estimate

(9)

|u|2»,^ JKI/I?»+ ¡«Ho')([5],[6])

this family is also equicontinuous in Gr Then, by Arzela's lemma, it is
possible to select a sequence {U¡v(x)} = {uv¡(x)} so that C/'1', together with
its first and second derivatives, converges uniformly in Gn. The sequence
{U^ix)} is chosen in the order that i>j if !?<<%. Hence, for »?¿<»7,all
{U¡vix)} are solutions of (1) in G„..
For each j, let r\*=r\*\j. Since {U[^(x)} is also a family of uniform
boundedness and equicontinuity in G„*, we can select a uniformly
convergent subsequence {U(2)(x)} in G,; and so forth.
Now, we choose from the sequences
J7<1> r/U> . . .
iy<2> r/(2)

. . .

i-rtl)

. . .

f/<2)
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the "diagonal" subsequence {i/„n>(x)} which converges uniformly to a
regular solution u(x) of (1) in G and assumes <f>(x)on S2. We still have
to prove that for any Q e Sx, u(x) is continuous and u(Q)=<f>(Q).
Let ô=x°=(xï,
x", • • • , x„_!, 0) e Sx. We want to construct a barrier
function v(x) with the following properties (a) it is continuous in a
sufficiently small neighborhood
w0 = {x| |x—x°|<p,
xn^0},
(b) it
vanishes at Q, (c) it is positive in wa\Q and (d) L[v]< — 1.
The function v(x) can be defined as

(10)

t>(x„ • • • , x„_„ xn) = xßn+ J (x{ - x»)2

where 0</3<l.
It is clear that v(x) satisfies properties (a), (b) and (c). However, we
still have to determine the exact value of ß such that L[v]< — 1.
By elementary computations,
L[v] = 2(an(x)

+ ■■■ + an_x,n_x(x))

+ 2[bx(x)(xx

-

+ ßh^x»-2

4- c(x)v(x)

+ ß(ß -

xï) + • • ■ 4- hn_x(x)(xn_x

l)xßn~2
-

x°n_x)]

< 2(« - 1)K + 2P(n - l)K + ß[ß - I + h(x)]xß~2.
Choose ß such that 0</?<l— h(xx, • • • , xn_x, 0). Then, by continuity,
and for sufficiently small values of P, we have L[y]< — 1.
Since <f>(x)is continuous, for any e>0, we can find a semicircular
neighborhood w'Q<=wQ such that

<p(Q)- s <, <f>(P)
^ <j>(Q)
4- b.
Consider the functions

A(P) = <p(Q)- e - kv(P) and B(P) = <f>(Q)
+ e + kv(P).
For a sufficiently large positive number k, we have B(P)>M>A(P)
on
the semicircular part of the boundary w'Q and L[A]>K and L[B]<— K
everywhere in w'Q. Choose a nonempty domain w9= H'Qn£'{xn>^>0}.
On dwQ, B(P)>Af^UZ(P),
where i/„ is an arbitrary member of the
sequence {[/£} and satisfies (1) in wa, whereas in wQ,we have L[B— U%]=

L[B]-L[Ul]<-K+f(x)^0.
Then, by maximum principle, U„(P)^B(P)
in wa. Similarly, U"(P)^A(P) in wg. Thus we have A(P)<.Ul(P)<B(P).
Let «^-oo;

A(P) ^ u(P) < B(P);

and then let P^-Q;

f(Q)-e^lim

P-0

u(P)^f(Q)

+ e
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or

lim u(P)=f(Q).
p->o
Remark.
M. Schechter [5] has established an existence theorem of
Dirichlet problem of Lu=f, similar to Theorem 2 by means of Schauder's
lemma, but the conditions on the coefficients of the equation are different
from ours and his proof does not make use of the construction of barrier
function.
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